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Recent results on cross sections sensitive to the parton distribution functions (PDFs)
within the proton from the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations are presented. The potential
impact on the inclusion of this data in fits to the PDFs is discussed and a recent fit including
the data on vector boson production from the ATLAS experiment is discussed.
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Introduction

The LHC is an exemplary machine for the study of perturbative QCD. All processes at the LHC
take place between quarks and gluons so given sufficient understanding of the hard sub-process
any process could in principle be used to constrain the parton density functions (PDFs) within
the proton – an essential prerequisite if we are to identify and understand any possible signature
of physics beyond the Standard Model.
Since the first collisions at the end of 2009, the LHC has performed well beyond expectation,
with integrated luminosities collected by both the ATLAS 1 and CMS 2 experiments of around
5 fb−1 collected with beam energies of 7 TeV. Even at this lower than design beam energy, the
kinematic region accessible at the LHC is orders of magnitude larger in Q2 than available at
either HERA or the Tevatron, and extends the available range of the proton momentum fraction,
x, to values many orders of magnitude smaller than accessible at the Tevatron. Although these
values were accessible at HERA, this was at correspondingly low values of Q2 , at or below a few
GeV2 . At the LHC, this low-x region will be accessible for Q2 > 100 GeV2 , so for the first time,
it will be possible to study low-x physics at truly perturbative scales.
As a consequence of this larger kinematic plane, cross sections at high transverse energy,
ET , which were dominated by quark-antiquark scattering at the Tevatron, have a larger, or
even dominant contribution from processes containing gluons in the initial state. This means
that processes for example involving jets at high ET will allow better constraints on the gluon
distribution at higher x and measurement of the strong coupling αS at significantly higher scales
than previously. In addition, the copious production of electroweak bosons – W ± and Z 0 – at
high energies should allow more stringent constraints on the quark distributions at intermediate
and high-x due to the direct coupling of the quarks to the vector bosons and relatively small
backgrounds from pure QCD events.
1.1

Global Fits

The QCD splitting functions have been available at Next-to-Next-to-Leading order (NNLO) for
some time 3 together with the coefficient functions for vector boson production 4,5 and Deep
Inelastic Scattering (DIS) 6 . At present the full matrix elements for the full calculation of the
QCD Jet cross section is not available. As such, fits including the DIS data from HERA and
fixed target experiments and vector boson production data at NNLO are available. These fits
may include jet data from HERA, the Tevatron or the LHC, but only at Next-to-Leading order
(NLO). Numerous fits for the proton PDFs are available7−13 , each considering slightly different
data samples and with different parametrisations or treatment of Heavy Flavour, such that
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Figure 1: Fully-corrected inclusive jet differential cross sections as a function of pT for six different rapidity intervals, scaled by the factors shown in the legend for easier viewing. The nextto-leading-order (NLO) theoretical predictions, corrected for non-perturbative (NP) effects via
multiplicative factors, are superimposed.

Figure 1: The inclusive single jet cross section from the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations, doubly differential in
jet PT and rapidity.
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significant differences still exist between parametrisations at LHC energies 14 so the inclusion of
LHC data has the potential to provide significantly better constraints.
2
2.1

LHC Data
Inclusive jet data

The inclusive single jet cross sections from the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations 15,16 are shown
in Figure 1. The predictions of NLO QCD agree well with the measured cross sections over
more than 8 orders of magnitude for both the ATLAS and CMS cross sections over the entire
range of the jet rapidity.
Except at the highest jet PT , where the statistical uncertainties are large, the data are limited by the systematic uncertainty. In both cases, the largest uncertainty is that arising from
uncertainties in the Jet Energy Scale which typically ranges from around 1% to 7% for calorimeter based jets and at high PT is predominantly due to the modeling of the single particle response
in the calorimeter 17 and is illustrated in Figure 2. This typically leads to large uncertainties,
O(10 − 20%) on the steeply falling jet cross section.
Using a particle flow algorithm, where individual calorimeter clusters are matched to tracks
before jet finding, to take account of the better energy resolution of low PT tracks, the CMS
Collaboration are able to obtain a Jet Energy Scale systematic uncertainty of around 2% for
jets with PT 100 GeV 18 , also illustrated in Figure 2. This type of analysis will be essential,
together with a full understanding of the complete correlation of the various components of the
systematic uncertainty in order to obtain the optimal constraint from the Jet cross section.
Figure 3 shows the inclusive dijet cross section from the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations 15,19
versus the dijet invariant mass, differentially in the rapidity of the dijet system illustrating that
the data are well described by the NLO calculation again over an 8 orders of magnitude variation
of the cross section.
As in the case of the inclusive single jet cross section, the largest uncertainty is that arising
from the Jet Energy Scale. In this case, however, the selection on the sub-leading jet allows
a better control over the kinematics of the incoming partons and greater sensitivity to their
momentum fraction x although at the cost of larger renormalisation scale uncertainties on the
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The large available sample of the vector boson data, particularly the data on the W charge
asymmetry, means that the experimental uncertainties on the cross sections are smaller than
– 32 –
the differences between the available parton distributions. Figure 4 shows the total cross section
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Figure 4: The cross section times branching ratio for W and Z production with respect to each other from the
ATLAS collaboration.

times branching ratio for W + production versus W − production, and for combined W ± production versus the Z cross section times branching ratio from the ATLAS Collaboration 20 . The
data are for the observable cross section in the measureable fiducial region and are not corrected
to the full phase space of the vector boson. Also shown are the predictions from several NLO
parton distributions showing that these data have the potential to discriminate between the
different available fits. None of the PDFs shown include these data in the fit.
The large data sample available, means that besides the total observable cross sections,
the measurement of distributions more differential in the kinematic variables is also possible.
Assuming the equality of the u and d sea quark densities and neglecting the heavy flavour
contribution, the W charge asymmetry should be sensitive to the difference between the uv and
dv valence quark densities,
uv − dv
AW ≈
,
(1)
u+d
where u and d are the full quark densities. Since the neutrino from the W decay would not
be observed, this would require extrapolation for the W decay. Avoiding this extrapolation,
Figure 5 shows the lepton charge asymmetry for W ± production from ATLAS 20 and CMS 21 ,
defined by
dσ(W + → l+ ν)/dηl+ − dσ(W − → l− ν̄)/dηl−
Al =
,
(2)
dσ(W + → l+ ν)/dηl+ + dσ(W − → l− ν̄)/dηl−
which makes use of the correlation of the lepton direction with the W boson direction so that
that there is good correlation of this variable with the W charge asymmetry without the need
to correct the W kinematics for the unobserved neutrino energy. Also shown in Figure 5 are
the LHCb 22 cross section 23 and predictions from the CTEQ6.6 24 , CTEQ10 7 , HERAPDF 10,11 ,
MSTW 8 , ABKM 12 and JR 13 fits. The CTEQ and HERAPDF predictions lie at the upper limit
of the data at small rapidities whereas the MSTW prediction lies slightly below the data in this
region and the HERAPDF lies below the data at larger rapidities.
At very large rapidities – beyond the ATLAS and CMS acceptance – the LHCb measurement, which extends the measurement by more than two units of pseudo-rapidity, seems to
favour slightly the JR prediction although the theoretical uncertainties are large. The inclusion
of these data in the fits should have the potential to significantly improve the uncertainties on
the quark distributions at intermediate x.
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Fits including the LHC data

The first fits to include LHC data are becoming available 25,26 . At present, the large systematic
uncertainties on the jet data mean that the predictions from all PDFs are currently in agreement
with the data and only a small improvement in the gluon uncertainty is currently observed,
although the analysis of the full available data set and understanding of the full correlated
uncertainties should still provide a reasonable constraint, becoming significantly better as the
18
Jet Energy Scale is improved.
Fits from the NNPDF group suggest that the uncertainty on the u and d densities are
somewhat smaller 25 when including 36 pb−1 of W and Z data, so it will be interesting to see
the impact on the fits from the newer LHC data. Recently, new QCD fits including the most
recent data on the W + , W − and Z boson rapidity distributions have been performed by the

Figure 6: The s̄ quark density from the recent ATLAS NNLO fit compared to several global fits at NLO and
NNLO.

ATLAS Collaboration 26 . Fits where the s and s̄ densities are constrained to be the same, and
are allowed to vary independently have been performed at NNLO using the NLO predictions
from MCFM 27 and NNLO K factors from from FEWZ 28 and DYNNLO 29 .
Figure 6 shows the s̄ quark density from the ATLAS fit where the s̄ quark density is allowed
to vary independently in contrast to the usual constraint that s̄/d¯ = 0.5 8,9,12 . This fit suggests
that the s̄/s ratio is 1.00+0.025
−0.028 at x = 0.023 but, as seen in the Figure, the s̄ quark density is
larger than that obtained from the global fits from elsewhere. Although this reduces the ū and d¯
sea quark distributions, which are correlated through the overall normalisation, the precise DIS
data and sum rules, the overall result is a combined sea quark density around 8% larger than
the global fits.
4

Conclusions

A large portfolio of high precision data are available from the LHC experiments. Significantly
larger data sets are already available and a great deal of work is underway to better understand
the systematic uncertainties so that higher precision data with smaller statistical uncertainties
at large scales will be available soon.
At present the inclusion of this new data in global fits is understandably rather limited, but
new fits from the PDF fitting community should be available soon and should provide us with
a significantly better understanding of the proton PDF at unprecedentedly large scales.
5
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